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Monday, April 26, 2010.

(Here at the blog, we receive quite a few ads hawking new and improved
techniques fo r talking to any women we might meet. This is a waste,
because if we were to ever visit places where women are, there wouldn’t be
any problem holding a conversation with them. For the sake of helping out
less confident guys, Mel and Lifestyle Editor Randy Hogg have listed some
of their patented flirtation techniques in the following article).

1.  Dress appropriately for the situation. This point can’t be stressed enough. It’s not
good enough to just wear pants and shoes these days. If you’re going to a

supermarket, it’s a good idea to change out of those tired Star Trek pajamas and put on a
fresh pair of Clone Wars p.j.’s. Bars are trickier. If you choose to meet woman at the local
watering hole, it would be good to go dress casual. A wrinkle free, tropical weight shirt is a
good choice. A bad choice is any clothing with slogans on it. Yeah, woman know you’re with
stupid. He’s the one wearing your shirt. Toughest of all: meeting women at church and
religious social functions. If you have a hard time keeping food off of your clothes, don’t eat.
The lighting is usually really great at these events.

2. Start A Conversation With Observation: Notice some small thing about the woman you want to
converse with, or about the place where you’ve met. Good Topic: the music being played.
Unless it’s Battle Hymn of The Republic, she’ll probably at least acknowledge you. Bad Topic:
Physical Features. Don’t dwell on her mustache or peg leg. For that matter, stay out of pirate
bars.

3. Stop Staring. Eye contact is a plus, staring is off-putting. Drooling is a no-no, as well.

4. Talk About Her, Not Yourself. Sure, you’re an interesting guy, between living in your mom’s
basement and the lack of food stains on your clothes. The reason you are flirting, however, is
because she’s interesting to you. Ask pertinent questions about her and avoid the mood
killers (“How long have you been a woman?” “Has anyone ever told you that you look like Eve
Plumb?”).

5. Keep Your Shirt On. This is one of those mood killers that men often blunder into. The shirt
acts as a natural barrier between flab and society. Even at the beach, it’s good idea to cover
up. A psychological effect of taking one’s shirt off is that it subconsciously reminds women that
they should donate to Save The Whales, or take nieces and nephews to the zoo.

6. Avoid Taboo Topics: Stop yourself from mentioning the following conversation killers:
NASCAR, fried meat products,  your mother, your mother’s house, the fact that you live at your
mother’s house, Cartoon Network, your favorite soap opera, the fact that you don’t use soap
products, and Dr. Who.

Sure, none of this helped. We get it. This of course is why the staff of Spatula In The Wilderness
spends most afternoons watching repeats of Kendra and wishing they could talk to women. Best
Wishes!
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